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SUMMARY:Stunning truth is physical vacuum world is proved to be almighty one !!!.
Logic theorem proves realizing contradiction(simultaneous realization of A and not A)
enabling everything true(realization),which is justly almighty.Vacuum polarization reaction is
creation(annihilation)from(into)nothing,which is proved contradiction.As you could see
that creating something from nothing itself is out of normal common sense(contradiction).

[０]：The Universal Common Recognition of mankind＝"Logic" tells us truth.
⑴In every time and every where at now world,none could be without finding
dispute among peoples.Till when would man have been in such unhappy chaos ?.
A possible interpretation may be a lack of absolute universal and common
recognition on truth of this world.Who really made this universe ? and
could God do it ?.The answer is entirely yes !,that's all right !!.
⑵It's a supremely awful matter,but awfully simple one in the standard science.
Followings are elementary introduction and simultaneously fundamental and
awful conclusions.

[１]：Outline of "logic" and "matter and vacuum science the basis".
⑴Logic is a tool for judging what are true(1) and false(0),or proof theory for proposition
(a sentence which can be judged true or false).
Logic is a supreme science which reveals what are false and true.
⑵A true is a physical realization which can(could) be observed by all of us.
That is,to see is to believe. A false is negation of true and true is negation
of false.Logic is to say a upside down duality of true and false.
☞:Truth and false are upside down for each other.So you could derive truth only
by turning false. Below is the logical principle to turn.
negating

Therefore,above all,you must survey it
false or true at 1st !!!.

True＝

False＝

A recommended skill to derive better result

good world

wrong world

is to flexibly turn problem the concerned.

negating

day vs night

order vs disorder

devotion vs Afrocentrism

matter vs vacuum

light vs dark

good vs bad

righteous vs bulling

lasting vs perish

life vs death

true vs false

equality vs supremacism

.................

⑶matter science the very coarse introduction on Quantum Mechanics(≡QM).
QM is supreme dynamics of micro matter world of vacuum field(VF) with quantum
particles(qp)＝{elementary particle,atom,molecule}. Very very coarsely to tell,VF is flat
averaged sea surface(full of everything) and qp(something burstings from sea surface) are
the traveling wave(ψ(x)) with energy=E and momentum=p,charge,..(physical variables).
⒜supremely hot physical vacuum is full of everything:0＝+1-1+2-2+3-3+4-4+.......
You could see nothing(vacuum＝0)could realize anything at all in natural numbers set.
That is ,VF is full of symmetric matter and anti-matter as 0＝+a－a(physical variables),
☞：In our common sense,vacuum is nothing,while the reality is entirely upside down !!.
⒝QM＝qp dynamics of traveling Quantum Wave(QW)(ψ(x)) with energy,....
Wave is function of{time=t,space=x} and {angular frequency=ω=2πf,wave length=k=2π/λ}.
Then Plank & De Broglie Quantization Principle →{ω＝E/ℏ；k＝p/ℏ} yields QW=ψ,
which satisfy Schrodinger Equation(1926) the basic dynamics of QM<see APPENDIX_4>.
qp position variable by QW is probabilistic due to randomness of hot chaotic VF.

⒞QM is ruled by energy,.. exchangings in perpetual qp’s collisions at time & space spot＝x.
It is called elementary interaction(＝force)ruled by General Gauge Principle.
⒟Conclusion:Both Quantization and Gauge Principles build Quantum Theory !!.
☞：Matter has positive energy E=+mc2,while VF is negative(gravity field)to cancell it.

[２]："Contradiction" as a God destruction and also a God creation .
⑴Contradiction never be realized in "our matter world".
An old China tale explains concrete details of contradiction(logic term).Contradiction is
defined as simultaneous realization of true and false.Yes,it's a entirely a humbug which
never be realized in our matter world.True must be a realization,while false the negation of
true must be non-realization.
A weapon merchant were repeating "this spear can penetrate any shield,and that shield can
protect any spears".Then a passinger asked the merchant."What would happen when this
spear hits that shield ?". The merchant say "........".
It"s an exposing of lie and is fail of merchant.It"s a bankrupt in an order.
penetrating

non-penetrating

VS
not A

A

Proposition "A"＝"this spear can penetrate that shield".

⑵Realization of contradiction can realize anything at all.
This is a strict proof of logic.The strict proof1) needs knowledge on logic,
The assumption that “contradiction is true(realizable)”is absolutely wrong,It is absolute
forcing injustice,as the consequence,some is true and other is false is against equality in
logic.Thereby,forcing false into true is to cause everything are all true.
so you can confirm it at there,so here is a coarse story for amateurs.Conclusionally to
tell,realizing anything at all is entirely nothing(causing disorder(trust destruction,theory
destruction),or vacuum).
⒜A very coarse evidence:
As was showed in ⑴,contradiction of seeing double image of A and not A can not be
realizable in this our material world.Then the valid reciprocal-proposition becomes,

If contradiction was realized,those are not visible material world.
Consequently,those are something soft(lie .error),or non-material world=vacuum world.
Then you could claim as for vacuum ,that ,a non-observing is non-believable.
⒝a simuletaneous realization of A and (not A) is everything in set theory.
Set of everything Ｕ＝Ａ＋not Ａ.

Set of notＡ

Set of Ａ

⒞An analogy evidence:
0＝+1-1+2-2+3-3+4-4+.......
You could see nothing(＝0)could realize anything at all in natural numbers set.
It could be generalized full "real numbers" of set{0＝+a-a|a is real number}.
Conclusionaly to tell,our vacuum world of empty space is just such structure of
{0＝+a-a

+a is any matter,while -a is the anti(negative)-matter}.

⑶The contradictioness of real number zero："0＝1/∞".
People has been believing zero is entirely nothing.But actuality is not so simple.
You can'nt tell the maximum number≡M in natural number set{0,1,2,3,...,M,..}.
Because M＜M+1＝M' is also natural number.Then you know minimum number in
set={1,1/2,1/3,...,1/M,..}＝0* is provable.However,0*＝1/M,so 0* must be indefinte due to
that of M.

None can tell definite on something indefinite !!.

That is,real number zero is nothing and non nothing,something contradictional !!

⑷Geometrical size of "elementary particle" is "zero" in the standard theory.
Any inconvenience could not have been found in

particle(?) is to burst to

so called the gauge theory by experimental

nothing before becoming

and theoretical.Then what is real appearance of

"finite size".

elementary particle ?.It's analogical with a
bubble created from nothing to burst to nothing.

＊ hot vaccume filed in pan ＊

Their life time is also "0*",however they are reincarnated instantly at other space.Thus their
real appearance is not such a very small billiard ball.In micro world,they instantly migrates
discontinuously from space dot to other dots randomly.Their size is 0,so any kind of them
can be at a 0 size space at a time.This fact can solve mystery of two slit diffraction problem.
⑸physical vacuum world(nothing and non-nothing the contradictional world).
⒜Vacuum Polarization Reaction is established science fact.
0＝+a(matter particle)－a(anti-matter particle).
Experimentally and also theoretically,so called vacuum polarization reaction(＝VP)is
officially recognized in physical society of world.
⒝The definition of VP：0→{(+a)←G→(-a)}→{(+a)→G←(-a)}→0→‧‧‧‧‧‧
At anywhere anytime in vacuum field,the field could become simultaneous creating positive
elementary particle and the pair negative particle which has symmetric negative physical
value(but except energy).Being of the pair particle is called anti-matter.Both positive
particles energy are canceled with negative gravity field one＝G.Thus complete cancellation
is done.
⒞Creating negative is annihilating positive(Simple proof of contradiction of VP).
Note creating anti-particle is also creating negative physical variable,then note creating
negative physical variable is equivalent to annihilating positive physical variable.
As the consequence,creating both particle and anti-particle is translated to that

creating particle and annihilating particle simultaneously.
This is,nothing,but contradictional statement.
⒟To tell from common sense,creating something from nothing is entirely

non logical=false=contradictional at all.

⑹Complex Matter Dipole:<<(Q+-Q-)pair of any matter and anti-matter is dipole>>
Not only elementary particles,but also any complex matter can also form dipole.The
foudation is being of nucleon dipole(positron,neutron)with 3 quarks(elementary particles＝
<Qa+,Qb+,Qc+>).This fact was proved in general gauge theory<see below fig>.Then their any
compounds as atoms,molecules,and even a humankind with consciousness. have each
dipole.That is,a vacuum world is any possible form of matter one with the symmetric
antimatter pair world{0＝+M-M}. Ourselves have many many ghosts in vacuum world !!!
http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Energy-Creation-Process-from-QED-to-QGD.pdf
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“nucleon dipole by Faddeev-Popov ghost”
⑺God(≡the Almighty Being in supreme chaotic vacuum world):
Especially note that any possible form(situation,mode,stage) could be possible.
It's just an almighty world. In the other word,a vacuum world (the other world) is one
where anything could be !!(→Parallel world).
⑻Mechanism of Prophecy by very mercyful assist of the other(almighty)world.
A prophecy is due to a communication between this world and the mercyful other
worlds(longitudinal charge density wave communication2) with soul in the other world),or
a temporal realization of go-back transportation of consciousness of man in this
world into the other worlds(astral projection→⑹).
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
Note the other world is one where anything are possible,any possible history (past and
future)could be.Also note that experimentaly,most prophecies do emergent warning for this
world.People(in this world and the other one)encountering emergency will wish to warn by
their mercyful mind.
Their high tension mind would search this world men(prophets)who become resonance
between their mind.

Summary of [１],[２]⑴Our world is composed from logical duality(affirmative and negative).
⑵Contradiction(error,lie,injustice,..)causes disoders in this matter world.
⑶Contradictional the other vacuum world is to cause almighty one.
⑷Warnings onto now this chaotic world,by prophecies,are due to almighty and mercyful
the other world.
⑸Therefore,the other world wish lasting of good order in this world.
The Apocalypse tale in the Bible is entirely a warnning,but not wish the
realization as the last judgement !!.

☞:Note established science will not authorize facts of miracle mentioned at here ⑻.
However those has been being affirmed by many experienced phenomena in history.
[３]："The Disorders" at now World(due to error,lie,injustice,atheism,....)
We now encountering unprecedented global crisis would be hopeless,unless
we shift to drastic actions against status quo(global repentance).
⑴The Climate Change Crisis(CCC) due to excess doing in material civilization.
CCC has been caused from outrageous destroying mother nature on earth.
The backbone is hegemonism in commerce by the international capitalism
dominated by few families the hereditary powers.The elites of each nations and
peoples has been delusional with corruption in ecxess material civilization.
They will not to face the reality of awful CCC due to mind of status quo.
The real enemy is few the hereditary families in the international capitalism.
⑵Global Food Crisis would be accelerated by CCC.
⑶AIDS conspired for hidden global massacre.
AIDS was invented as biological weapon in Fortdetric base lab in USA.
⑷Earth quake weapon by USA.
http://www.777true.net/From-the-9_11-to-the-3_11-Japan-Earthquake-Massacre.pdf
http://www.777true.net/EARTH-QUAKE-WEAPON-by-USA.pdf
⑸the 9/11 own playing terror and lawless invasion wars in middle EAST.
Once injustice had been neglected and missed in world major opinion,
the lawless power would be spread in all over the world at now and future.

⑹the Bible(Thessalonians).
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblecom/2thessal.htm
Proclaiming himself to be the man of lawlessness,and the son of perdition;
who oppose and exalts himself above all that is called God or is worshiped,
he goes to sit on the temple of God,proclaiming himself God.The coming of the lawless one
will,by the power of Satan,with all kind of miracles,signs and lying wonders,and all with
deception of wickenedness for those who perish because they recieved not the love of
truth and be saved.Therefore God sends them there strong delusion,that they should
believe a lie,so that all those who believed not the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness
will be condemned.

(2 Thessalonians 2/1-12).

⑺Chaos in global financial crisis<<Total debts sum＝total monetary assets>>.
Plutocratic power hates zero sum theorem,which never allow essential reform.
They should pay "tax" onto nation for co-living of all.
⑻Denying "co-living of all" would cause final judgment to hell.

[４]：God(good) and Satan(damned) the each role of them.
Following may be essences of Christianism,Islamism,and Buddhism...
God(good)≡almighty being

Satan(bad damned)≡those who denied to
kneel down to Adam,

AFFIRMATIVE(≡１)

NEGATIVE(≡０)

good,truth,＝order

bad,error,deception＝disorder

theism

original sin

Atheism

anti-Satan

＝repentance

man could do anything,

＝righteousness

＝bultarity

Unless God were,

Justice,

do good for others !

supremacism,

A mam is dividened to

truth,

Moses,Jesus,Muhammad,

exploitation,

those who are ruled and

equality,

robber,

who rule.

devotion,

deception,

order to live

self-devotion

egocentricism

turning to correct

bulling

life forever

disorder to

collapse

☞:Our now world is upside down world facing hell,so we must turn it.
negating

Therefore,above all,you must survey it
false or true at 1st !!!.

True＝

False＝

A recommended skill to derive better result

good world

wrong world

is to flexibly turn problem the concerned.

negating
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APPENDIX_1:Introduction to LOGIC.
Foot note:1)The strict proof on contradiction in propositional logic.
❶What is proof !.
A,B are proposition being true(1) or false(0).Then Following conjunction are also
proposition.(A
(A

B)≡A and B;(A

B)≡A or B;

A≡not A;A≡1(tautology,self-evident)

B)≡if supposing A(cause), results B(conclusion).

＊(A

B)≡inference acts in proving.

A＝1(assumption),(A

B)≡1(proof by tautology<see❸>),

B＝1(theorem),

example)A＝prophet is one who is revelated by God the almighty being(supposition).
(A

B)＝almighty being can predict future(tautology,self-evident),

B＝prophet can predict future.

A
B

0

☞:logic table(axiom)on inference(=conditional).

1

＊Inference with conclusion true is always true.
0=1(inference lie from lie become true).

＊0

0

A B=1

B＝true(proof).

A B=0

This could be understand.If not trure,conclusion lie become
fail,so it could be true.This is not reasoable.

1

A B=1

A B=1

＊(A⊃B)＝┓A∨B＝┓(A∧┓B).

❷The strict proof on contradiction in propositional logic.
Theorem)supposing {
A＝1 and

A

(A

A

A＝1},

B)＝A

any arbitary lawless propositin could B＝1.

( A

B)≡1 ,

(A

B)＝1；A＝1 and (A

B)＝1

☞:so called predicated logic(pragmatical one)can be converted to propositional
logic in general.See following site(p12/25).
http://www.777true.net/Firstproblem-USA.pdf
❸Completeness Theorem in Proposition Logic:”A truth is Provable !”.
Assumption:if A＝1,then B＝1.
Proof) A

B≡1, That is,inference is tautology for probable.

Or in other word,if A＝1,we can not make B＝0,
That is B＝A
A

B＝

A

R,where R is something proposition,then A＝1,→ B＝(A
B＝

A

(A

R)＝(

A

A)

R＝1

R≡1.<proof end>

R)＝1.

B＝1.

APPENDIX_2:Longitudinal B wave Communication.
2)

longitudinal B wave communication.

http://www.777true.net/BWG.pdf
Communication of portable phone is due to traversal Electro Magnetic Wave.
While longitudinal B wave is that of scalar one in classical electromagnetic theory.
There are many report on so called telepathy.Especially the many are between twins.
A strong validity is resonance hypothesis between similar hardware of twin’s brain.
As is established fact,biological nerve cells are driven by charge pulse in dynamic
chemistry in cells.Thereby charge density wave could drive also those nerve in brain.

APPENDIX_3:Creation of this Universe the Outline.
3)

Creation of this Universe(God created this universe from nothing-Al'Qur'an).

Before Creation of this Universe,it's an eitirely nothing world without physical law
restriction.Hence anything could be possible(almighty world !!!).Once matter had been
created from the original spot(size=0*),physical law (quantum gravitational dynamics＝
QGD)began to manage matter world.
-Energy conservation low in creating uiverse from nothing-.
０(from nothing)＝＋Ｅ(matter energy)－Ｅ(gravity field energy).
It's BigBang initiated by hudge amount of energy fluctuation ΔE in time Δt.
The 1st step is called SO(11,1)→SO(11) phase transition in QGD.
The initial condition was hudge amount of negative energy created by God.
ΔE.Δt＝ℏ

It was loaded on non-physical(non-hermitian)gauge field(imaginary number
component in virtual state),which were to vanish to create physical matters(＋Ｅ) with
physical gravity field of negative energy(-Ｅ).
☞:the uncertainty principle allows energy conservation low breaking ΔE within
time interval Δt,which enable creating initial negative energy.If initial
energy was physically positive,bigbang is to abort.

non-physical
negative energy

＋δＥ

matte of positive

energy creating(BigBang growing)

<<non-physical universe>>
ΔE＝ℏ/Δt.

－Ｅ(initial condition)

matte of positive
energy creation
＋Ｅ＝-(－Ｅ)

physical
negative
energy-Ｅ

<<physical universe>>

－Ｅ

As bigbang grew,temperature were to down in phase transition going as
SO(11,1)→SO(11=#)→SO(10)→SU(5)→SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1).
It's bankrupt process of big family corporate into small one in recessions.
(#) is number of family component.Now strong force(3),weak force(2) and electromagnetic families are ruling.Then note SU(3) is higher than(3+1)dimension.
Those forces enabled creating "life on planet earth with stable sun heat flow".
http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Energy-Creation-Process-from-QED-to-QGD.pdf

APPENDIX_4:Introduction to Quantum Mechanics .
QW=ψ is function of{time=t,spce=x} and {frequency=2πf,wave length=2π/λ}.
ψ=exp‧i(ωt-kx)....this is a classical wave expression,then it is transformed to QW.
Plank & De Broglie Quantization Principle→{ω＝E/ℏ；k＝p/ℏ}derived experiments.
→ψ＝exp[(Et-px)/iℏ]..this is the most primitive QW which satisfy Schrodinger Equation.
⑴Eψ＝iℏ(∂/∂t)ψ.(E＝p2/2m).....free particle kinetic energy.
⑵pxψ＝-iℏ(∂/∂x)ψ..........this is called eigen equation of momentum.
Above relation indicate important QM relation as E=iℏ(∂/∂t)；px＝-iℏ(∂/∂x).
⑶E＝p2/2m＋Ｖ(x)＝-ℏ(∂/∂x)2/2m＋Ｖ(x)＝Ｈ is called Hamiltonian with energy E.
⑷due to ⑴⑵⑶ ,we could derive Schrodinger Equation(1926).
iℏ(∂/∂t)ψ＝[-ℏ<(∂/∂x)2＋(∂/∂y)2＋(∂/∂z)2>/2m＋Ｖ(x,y,z)]ψ.
Above equation was first applied to hydrogen atom with historical success.
This theory revealed shape of electron distribution around hydrogen atoms.
These are called Particle Quantum Mechanics which are main in Quantum Chemistry and
Condensed Matter Physics,while wave dynamics theory of Classical Electrodynamics was
quantized by method of Wave Field Quantization.This theory was to reveal deep insight on
Quantum Vacuum and so on.

